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MEMORANDUM TO: Mark Satorius, Chief 
Performance Assessment Section 
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Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
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SUBJECT: REACTOR OVERSIGHT PROCESS SUMMARY OF PUBLIC 
MEETING HELD ON July 12, 2001 

On July 12, 2001a public meeting was held at the NRC Headquarters, Two White Flint 
North, Rockville, MD to discuss and review the initial implementation of the revised reactor 
oversight process. An agenda, attendance list, and information exchanged at the meeting are 
attached. The following dates were established for future meetings: August 15, 2001.  
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7. Reactor Power Reductions per 7000 Critical Hours, Draft 
8. IE 03 Power Change Indicator Comparison Venn Diagram 
9. Frequently Asked Question Log # 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23
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AGENDA 
ROUTINE ROP PUBLIC MEETING 

7/12/2001

8:00AM Welcome & Confirm Agenda 

8:10AM WebPage Changes 

8:20AM Initiating Event PI Replacement 

8:45AM Unplanned Power Changes PI Replacement 

9:00AM Consolidated SDP Changes 
ALARA 
Fire Protection 

10:30AM Impact of Old Design Issues

11:00AM 

11:30AM 

12:00PM 

1:00PM 

3:00PM 

4:00PM

Credit for Licensee Self-Assessment 

Monthly Operating Report 

Lunch 

Discussion & Resolution of FAQs 

Safeguards Issues (SDP/PI, etc.) 

Adjourn

Alan Madison 

Conchita See 
Ron Frahm 

Mike Johnson 

Don Hickman 

Peter Koltay 
Roger Pedersen 
Mark Salley 

Mike Johnson 
Bob Pascarelli 

Steve Floyd 

Frank Gillespie 

Terry Reis
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ROP WORKING GROUP 

Status of Physical Protection 
Cornerstone Initiatives 

July 12, 2001
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Physical Protection Cornerstone 
Action Plan 

• Physical Protection Cornerstone Initiatives 

- Complete Inspection Procedure revisions-8/01 

- Complete SPA Inspection Procedure-9/01 

- Finalize PPSDP-01/02 

- Address PI issues-3/02 

- Revise inspection procedures to be in 
alignment with revised 73.55-06/03

All dates are tentative



SPA 

"• Commission SRM on SPA - July 5, 2001 

"• Public meeting on SPA - July 11, 2001 
"* Complete draft SPA inspection procedure (IP) - July 2001 
"• Issue draft SPA IP for regional comment (publicly available) - July 

2001 
"• Incorporate comments on draft SPA IP - August 2001 
• Public meeting on SPA Pilot Program Implementation Details 

August 2001 
* Issue SPA IP to support SPA pilot program - September 2001 
• SPA Pilot Program - September 2001 to September 2002 
* SPA Pilot Lessons Learned Evaluation Commission Paper 

December 2002



PPSDP 
"* Establish lessons learned from interim PPSDP-7/01

08/01 

"* Public Meeting to Discuss Options for final PPSDP
08/01 

"* Develop Draft PPSDP- 10/01 

"* Public Meeting(s) to Discuss Draft PPSDP -11/01 

"* Publish Final PPSDP - 01/02

• All dates are tentative



Inspection Procedures & New 
Rule 

"• Draft IPs to align with proposed rule 

"• Solicit internal stakeholder comments 

"• Revise procedures based on proposed final rule 

"* Solicit comments from external stakeholders 

"* Publication of revised procedures - 06/03

0 All dates are tentative



Performance Indicators 

"• PIs Satisfactory for Interim 
- Have improved equipment performance 

- Are capable of identifying some program flaws 

"* PIs should be improved for long-term 

"* PI changes should be commensurate with 
revised rules



Performance Indicators 

• P1 #1 - Equipment Availability 

• Shortcomings 
- The indicator does not meet its stated purpose 

of monitoring equipment unavailability 

- PI favors facilities with few zones of either IDS 
or CCTV due to normalization factor 

- Averaging of IDS/CCTV can mask problems in 
one of the areas



Performance Indicators 

"• PI # 2- Personnel Screening Program 

"* PI is simply the number of reportable events 

"• Shortcomings 
- Can only indicate broad, programmatic 

concerns 

- Reportability is not consistent 

- May provide indication of significant events, 
but provides no indication of program 
implementation pursuant to regulations



Performance Indicators 

"* P1 #3 - Fitness for Duty 

"* P1 is simply number of reported failures 

"• Shortcomings 
- Reporting requirements only provide 

information the system is working 

- Reporting requirements flawed - programmatic 
breakdown not reportable



Performance Indicators 

Going Forward 
- Reestablish working group to analyze and 

revise PIs as necessary 

- Timetable to be established - aligned with rule 
changes as appropriate



FAQ 20.4 PPO 1 

Question: 
Scheduled Equipment Upgrade 

During a recent NRC Security Inspection (IP 71130.03) NRC Contractors 
were able to defeat the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) in several areas by 
using assisted jumps. An engineering evaluation was issued and formal 
modification/upgrade action was initiated that directed the installation of 
additional razor wire to prohibit attempts to circumvent the IDS system 
without being detected. Is a physical modification to a protected area 
boundary, that is designed to prohibit the defeat of the IDS component 
considered to be a system /component modification upgrade as stated in the 
Clarifying Notes under Scheduled Equipment Upgrade (as augmented by 
FAQ 259) 

Response: 
A modification such as that described above would be considered a 
system/component modification or upgrade because the razor wire barrier is 
acting as an ancillary system. The hours would stop being counted when the 
modification/upgrade was formally initiated as defined in the Scheduled 
Equipment Upgrade paragraph of NEI 99-02, Rev. 1



Lessons Learned Public Workshop, March 26-28, 2001 

Follow-up Public Stakeholder Meetings, April - June, 2001 

"* April 24 th - Occupational and Public Rad Safety Issues 

"* May 9 th* & 29 th* - ALARA Assessment Issues 

"* June 8 th* - NEI Task-force/Stakeholder Meeting 

* Meetings Video-Conferenced with Regional Offices 

-f-



Occupational Radiation Safety SDP 
(Proposed Version)



ALARA Group 2 Screening Questions

NO

Logic for designating an ALARA inspection Issue as an ALARA finding or as a minor issue.

Occupational Radiation Safety 
SDP - ALARA Branch



PROPOSED ALARA ASSESSMENT CHANGES

* Provide variable level of effort for ALARA Baseline Inspection based 
on Rolling 3 Year Average (R3YA) Collective Dose.  

* Revise MC 0610* Group 2 Screening question to clarify that the basis 
of an ALARA finding is a program failure that results in 
"unplanned/unintended" collective dose for a "work activity." 

* Move "> 5 person-rem" and "> 50% unplanned dose" criteria in current 
Group 2 question to guidance on Group 1 questions.  

* Revise SDP 
- Plants with R3YA below criteria: No higher than GREEN finding.  
- Delete possibility of YELLOW finding.  

* Articulate basis for GREEN and WHITE findings



INSPECTION GUIDANCE IN IP 71121 - "MORE THAN MINOR" 
(GROUP 1 QUESTIONS) 

1) Did the unplanned, unintended collective dose exceed the planned, 
intended dose by greater than 50%? 

2) Is the issue associated with a work activity with a total collective dose 
greater than 5 person-rem? 

If the answer to both of these questions is YES, then the issue is more than 
minor and should pass the Group 1 screening in MC 0610*.



GROUP 2 QUESTION 1 
UNDER OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION SAFETY 

Does the occurrence involve a failure to establish, maintain, or implement, 
to the extent practical, procedures, or engineering controls, needed to 
achieve occupational doses that are ALARA*, and that resulted in 
unplanned, unintended occupational collective dose for a work activity? 

Footnote: 

*A "Yes" answer to this question does not necessarily indicate a violation 

of the requirement in 10 CFR Part 20.1101 (b). Compliance will be judged 
on whether the licensee has incorporated measures to track and, if 
necessary, to reduce exposures (e.g., whether the findings indicate an 
ALARA program breakdown).



DEFINITIONS

Unplanned, unintended occupational collective dose: The total sum of the 
occupational radiation doses (collective dose) received by individuals for a 
work activity in excess of that collective dose planned and intended (e.g., that 
dose the licensee determined was ALARA) for that work activity. Examples of 
planned and intended collective dose include; 

1) realistic dose estimates (or projections)* established in the ALARA 
planning, or 

2) the dose expected by the licensee (i.e., historically achievable) for the 

reasonable exposure control measures specified in ALARA planning.  

* These do not include "stretch goals" set by a licensee to challenge 

their organization to strive for excellence in ALARA performance.  

Work activity: One or more closely related tasks that the licensee has identified 
as a unit of work for the purpose of ALARA planning and work controls.



Occupational Radiation Safety 
SDP - ALARA Branch 

(Proposed Version)



Fire Protection SDP Advancements 

"Fire Dynamic - Scenario Development" 

Calculation Tool 

July 12, 2001 

Mark Henry Salley, 

Naeem lqbal, 

NRC/NRR/SPLB



Items to cover:

Background 

• Current Philosophy 

Future Direction

ýp Questions/Comments
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FIG. 7-5.4. The standard time-temperature curve.  

combustion. respecttvely. The maximum rate of heat transfer into 
lire separation barriers occurs at the point where the ventilation is 
just sufficient so that combustion is controlled at the fuel surface.  
At higher 5 entilation rates, more heat is remot.ed from the fire by the- excess air. At lower %entilation rates, the combustion heat-re
lease rate is less. and more unburned pyrolysis products and fuel 
particles are \ ented outside the tire area. Burning of unburned p, roly sis products outside fire compartment -• indow s can increase the 
threat of floor-to-floor and buildintg-to-building tire spread.  3{ The possibilit\ of failure of tirc separation barriers can exist 
long after the fullk developed fire beCitns to decay. Howke\er. in 
man. treal fire situation,. this threat is itittigated by fire s uppression 
acti% ites. Ihe decas itt air temperature in a tire room has beetn reported as 27 to 3.-F I 5 to 20t C per minute after full developed 
tires of 10- to I -iirii duration. Other data indicate a decay rate of 18 F (1t) C) per minute for longer duraitio tires.4 Cooling can be 
osen slower in large debris piles. Fire-endurance testing iin the 
Lnited States does not Simulate a tire decay period, although the de
ca, period is simulated bx some EuItropean tstesting and has been pro
posed in l.S. tcS'inL.  

Poots\ letittated tire, thai aic cill, tMItered ill spaces tlIch Iha',enilcti-., -hip hold',, or cncied lilrc'ici 01or l Oms otern produce 
stliCienti heat \scr a loneh petiotd ot tiie [ pentrCtate ,,cparation barriert . Thcsc itirc, i licallv ,tart \llil il itie ciirlbustion aid. as tile air il the space is COItSeiied. re% ert to t sitle of niied smolderinti 
itil CiOsk ic .ot:0 b1s11US , tlo i-.Il lo tlcd or intermittent tlatilini .  

Ho c~cr. at prc,cni, tihere i, no adcquJite experimental data or the
Ouetlcal approah caapable (id reliabhl sttiatiig the effect of these 
lire, on lir-resisltl\ C ba1ut ers, 

Standard Time-Temperature Curve 
I-ire-resistise hitriers Lire esaluated Ill a tc-tn.l furtnace b\ cxposure 
to j tire %% hoe C\ Crlt\ folloi, s a tiie-\-\ nIs il teinperature Curse knos. n as the standard tine-tempeirtuare cu le. The specilied tine
temperature hritors is tabulated in NFPA 25 . Sicmdrd a ,delhod.s (/ 1-c's[. w* Fi"re •-d)~l t 8d d (• ClMll'-l1( (o rs uioll (ttf .Vufefut'.d 1.  

i1id illustrated in FigLurc 7-5.A. TIhte standard time-temperature cur\C 
%%das adopted b1 the A\merican Soct'et\ tor letinti and Materials 
-\ST\I i inl 01 )1 and ha, been the bais, tf almost all tire-rCisti\e 

ic,,tti \cer Sitnce.  

Folloer ing adoption of the cut-\ e. the National Institute of Stall
dards atid Tcchnolo e iNISTi. foriner] the Nati o•ial Bureau Of 
Standards i NBS i. cotiducted a number of1 tLlt scale lire tests to de
teriniie hoss actual butildingL tites ciomparueJd swith the telmperatures 
reptcsented on thc cursem The tlets hlludCd v, \o acttual buildines

I.,.

-- 78 CONFINING FIRES

that were allowed to bum to destruction and a series of fires in fire.  resistive test buildings containing contents representative of office, record room. and household occupancies.  

The principal variable considered in these occupancy fire tests was the amount of combustible materials present, which is defined as the fire load. Although the ventilation in the test buildings was not reported. the windows were equipped with steel shutters that could be adjusted to control ventilation and maximize fire severity The quantitative importance of ventilation on fire seserity was tot iden.  tiffed until more than twenty-five years after these tests. These tests conducted by NIST provided quantitative data on the temperature history of fires that were representative of various occupancies and fire load at that period of time. Fire load wvas expressed as the Wseight of ordinary combustibles in the room divided by the floor area of tthe room. Loading is the average amount of ordinary combustible material per square foot (m') of floor area. The temperature histor% of the fully developed fires in three test occupancies Was approximately bounded by the standard time-temperature curve.  

NIST developed the concept of equivalent fire severity to define i the severity of actual fires that had various temperature histories.  This concept states that the area above a baseline under the time-ternperature curve of a test fire, which is expressed in degree hours, is an approximate representation of the severity of a fire involving ordinarv combustibles. The baseline used represents the temperature the tiaterials can be exposed to without impairing their tire-resistive capabilities. Two fires with differing temperature histories are considered to have equivalent severity when the areas under their timetemperature curves are similar. This concept permitted comparison of any fire test data to the standard time-temperature curve b% relat
ing the area under the test curve to the area under the standard cunre.  

FIRE LOAD 
The original concepts of fire severity and fire load are very impor
tant even though they are technically obsolete. These concepts are the oasis tor many of the fire-resistance requirements of building codes and for government agencies. In many cases, this original itre seseritv/fire load relationship was more severe than is indicated K', 
more accurate anal-sis. Such results are conservative since the 
scitahant error is on the safe sidec 

Analysis of NIST tests des eloped an approximate relation:,ip 
betseen fire loading and an exposure to a fire severity equivalent 
the standard time-temperature curve. The weight per square toot 
ii') of ordinary combustibles [wood. paper. and similar materials 

i th a heat of combustion of 7.000 to 8.000 Btu per lb t 16.282 ito 18.608 J/kg was related to hourl, fire severity, as described in Table ., . s e 

The tire se-erttv/ti re load relationship was the first method deseloped to predict the severity of a fire that would be anticipated in various occupancies. It was used to determine resistance requitredlf 
tire barriers as "ell as structural components. Althou2h the t,.
nique has its limitations, the fire severity/fire load relationship stii! pros ides an approximate but consersatise estimate of the probable 
niaxiniutii fire seserity with combustibles has in2 a high heat-relea
rate and w hen fire conditions can produce temperature5 s,,ili
cant_, higher or losser than the standard tie-teiperature cu'

Fire load is a Measure of the iiaxinmum heat that %, ould be 
leased if all the combustibles in a aisen tire area burned. ,Maximuom 
heat release is the product of the wkeight of each combustible mutht
plied b% its heat of combustion. In a typical building, the Fire load 
includes combustible contents, interior finish, floor finish. and 
structural elements. Fire load is commonly expressed iii terms of the 
aserage tire load. which is the equivalent combustible iseight di\ ided h, the fire area in square feet mim

I
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TASLE 7-5A. Estimated Fire Severity for Offices and Light 
Commercial Occupancies 

",ata applying to fire-resistive buildings with combustible furniture 

, shelving) 
ibtle Equivalent Fire 

Content Severity Approximately 

Total. including Equivalent to That of 

Finish. Floor. Heat Potential Test under Standard 

and Trim Assumed* Curve for the 

(lb/sq ft) Btu per sq ft Following Periods 

5 40.000 30 min 

10 80,000 1 hr 

15 120.000 11/2 hr 

20 160.000 2 hr 

30 240,000 3 hr 

40 320,000 41/2 hr 

50 380.000 7 hr 

60 432,000 8 hr 

70 500,000 9 hr 

".Heat of combustion of contents taken at 8.000 Btu per lb up to 40 lb/sq ft; 

goo Btu per lb for 50 lb: and 7.200 Btu for 60 lb and more to allow for rela

.ieV greater proportion of paper. The weights contemplated by the table are 

•-Cse of ordinary combustible materials. such as wood. paper. or textiles.  

=or SI units: 1 lbisq ft = 4.9 kglin
2  1 Btu sq ft = 1 14 J/m2.  

Equivalent combustible x,. eight is defined as the weight of or

emar% combustibles hav ing a heat of combustion of 8.000 Btu per 

8.,608 J/kg) that would release the ,ame total heat as the corn

>tibles in the ,pace. For example. the equix alent weight of 10 lb 

]r Iq ft (48.8 kg/nt't of a plastic .tith a heat of combustion of 

"l.ld Btu per lb 2- 12 I IJkg ,kould be: 

l ib per sq ft x 1 2.10001 Btu per lb = I 'if.i)t Btu per sq ft 

_10.00( Bito per sq C1fIt +.1800) Btu per lb ,irJi r', comhustibles 

I5 lb per sq tt 

Technically accurate metihodt, for Calcul1attil the actual fire 

,ertt. and hre-tes-iiance requiremnents are available for manm.  

. ittotI ho buildinr-occupancy -corntents contbinations. Technical 

,. taitiotts are prilmarilx related to ax a hiabtlitN o1 input data rather 

::i. the analx tical tool. Thesýe methods h, bci .. CCepted to \ ar'

Jeeree' under perfotniancclarietd btinu iodes adopted in 

,ie oumntrte'. SuICh anal tical aipproaChe- hlie not been \x idol' or 

lditnel% accepted b\ code aL.thoCritien in tm 11 nited State'.  

Occupancy Fire Load 

\umnnber of Lur .%C% haxe idenrtified the ire load, t'ouild ill \arious 

-Jiparicic 'i- (Sce Table, -- B and -

TABLE 7-5B. Characteristic of Fire Loads in Office Buildings 

Government Buildings Private Buildings 
Total Fire Load (lb/sq ft) Total Fire Load (lb/sq if) 

No. of Booms No. of Rooms 

Room Use Sampled Mean Std. Dev. Sampled Mean Sid. Dev.

3eneral 342 73 
- A

4.4 479 
146

7.7 
6.8

4.3 
4.0

,erical 1 4 .2 

-Doby 15 26 1 4 45 5.0 

nerence 39 4 2 6.1 57 5.9 4.6 

-:is 10 179 11.9 20 16.2 12.9 
'e 13.211.7 

-torage 35 11.7 19.2 77 13.2 

_,rary 2 30.2 7.8 10 23.6 10.8 

NOTES: Pre ir steei enciosures ./eignt of comoustibles was converted to an equivalent weight of combustibles having a heat of combustion of 8.000 Btuflb.  

,r 3 i units 1 lb, sq ft 4 88 ko, m-

i rdi 
Lire if-, 

L 'ir\

..ted :;ý 
:red O 

Ae".:2 

, 1 .11i 
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E 
0 

E 
Z 
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FIG. 7-5B. Expected distributions of sample fire loads.  

Data from some fire-load surveys as well as the inherent nature 

of combustible contents likely to be encountered suggest that the 

dispersion of fire load within a certain class of rooms can be approx

imated by either a normal or moderately skewed frequency distribu

tion curve. (See Figure 7-5B.) The standard deviation, included in 

Tables 7-5B and 7-5C, can be used to determine the probability that 

a particular fire-load value will not be exceeded in a class of rooms.  

A fire load that is one standard deviation above the mean value of a 

normal distribution curve would represent an upper boundary for 

84.13 percent of the fire loads in rooms of that class. Two standard 

deviations above the mean would bound 97.73 percent of the fire 

loads in that class of rooms, and three standard deviations, 99.86 

percent of the fire loads. Thus, if a fire barrier were to be designed 

on the basis of two standard deviations above the mean. there would 

be a 97.73 percent probability that this fire load would not be ex

ceeded in a similar room.  

The above percentages are exact only if the distribution of fire 

loads is perfectly normal. If the distribution is more accurately de

fined by a moderately skewed curve, the percentages only represent 

close approximations.  

Derated Fire Loads 

Ordinar% combustibles that are completely or lar'gel. enclosed in 

steel containers will not burn completely during a room fire and 

therefore %\ill not contribute a full 8.000 Btu per lb ( 18,608 J/kg) to 

the tIre load. The General Services Administration (GSA) has de

%eloped guidelines for determining a derated fire load for office 

buildings. which can be applied to other occupancies having simi

lar classes of combustibles.' The total contents fire load is divided 

into three categories: {1) l ,eight of materials completely enclosed
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adequately satisfied. This capability assessment should con

sist of a review of the plant's technical specifications ITS) 

and administrative control practices, outage planning and 

assessment processes, and discussions with plant outage and 

operations staff. A review of fire protection system operabil

iry requirements and transient combustible control pro

grams should be performed to identifv practices during 

shutdown modes. Compliance strategies for achievini the 

nuclear safety perforniance criteria can include one or more 

of the following 

I1) Verifying vulnerable area fiee of interxening conibtsti

bles while on shutdown cooling 

(2) Providing fire patrols at periodic intervals when in peri

ods of increased vulnerability due to postulated equip

ment out of service and physical location of equipment 

and cables 

(3) Staging of backup equipment, repair capabilities, or con

tingenicy plans to account for increased vulnerabilit% 

i4) Prohibition or limitation of work in vulnerable areas (lur

ing periods of increased vulnerabilitx 

k 5) Verification of operable detection and or suppression hi 

the vulnerable plant areas during petitxls of increased 

vulnerabilit' 

16) Verilxing that the quandtiv of combustible materials in 

the area remains below the heat release level fiat would 

challenige equipment required to mainatin shutdown 
c( )oI in I( 

Appendix C Application of Fire Modeling in Nuclear 

Power Plant Fire Hazard Assessments 

This appeniix 6 ?ot a part of the reqwur'emeiit of tho•• .tA doc

a erie'? bit s mclil-le' for i i(frrmatiowil p/rPose ot,.  

C.I Fundamental Principles. Fire niodelimnr is one method 

used to approXiimiate the Coiiditionis xWill so enco()sriIe 5T at 

I'-snlt of an inIterIil ire. This tttlcho1nt'e 6-i0 T) W', hixesiIt 

inad-ematictal description of a fire se-aeuii} and the ph%. -c:.  

)at anieteirs of tie enclosure. -Fie estilnate( effect's of thi- firte 

Conditions within the enc losure are the txpical ountput.  

Fi-et iiie)le (tsan be iused as enlitneerinm tools to assist in the 

l[evelxepulowit ofa P telforltnain'c-ba:seW[ de'sign.-The F l'oidels 

theimselxes do not provitle the filial sohltion, bit rather assist 

engineers ii selectimn the most appropriate fire prmotectioni sN 

tins and feattues for a 'rtotrtnance-bas'd (hesizin. The mod

els are based oni tile phxsicls that attleiiipt to dettribe the fire 

pheolttieni'on0. The P roper 'selection and applitation of fir' 

mt)dels is al imnportant part of this pr(iess and requites the 

enii-ineer to be familiar with model features and hitiiatiotS.  

Ihli' engine'r performtinu• dit analvsis should have, a( mmi

iiiiiutii. a basic ntltderstaniittini of fire (hianatics to effectix elu ntt

lizt a fire 'modell in a iiitclear power plant and, IL) eiiploy tLhe 

restiis. Fire t m1odlels, wheli er l sillt le ect'lalt t on i t e. Finite ('it ' 

1ot-nt. ()I- f'c. l( ill) It rS e bi ast ( on' c (o ot(Ot'iV'ittLii ettl.it 

Ili )in " foi ellei-4I x - ilaas, s. in ICiiitii , 111dt si Lic's. \ (ot n t'pCI al 

itidcerstatndichtn of 11i )'otlsc'rxattiil Ct'uationis is tlet'ct' ,ar% It) 

effectxve lx understand -and tilizt the varioius Fire itidelinig 

technitqcues. The noiulensi) in s I utisc•'itaiL.oi equations caml 

be writtlent ilx t'ctor ftlrn ii as tolloWS:

Eiierg,.: 

O + (pz'eV)][(JCý,dT) +acLhY+ ( 1 V(2)]

+ V PR 

+ y-1q1(7-1) v _" pZTof-) 

CO-(Lp ) -+ * lpl 0 

Alomeot tim: 

)(p _ (V S) 

- F R 

Species: 

a3 t 

xx"[II-((P' 7) )-!, -m 
n] 

where: 

w = ratio of flow time to evolution time 
p = densitx 

time 
v = velocity vector 
P = pressure 

M =Mach number 
f = body force per unit mass 

F= Froude number 
R =Revnolds number 

C. = specific heat 

a = nondimensional heat release 
h = enthatp' of formation 
Y- mass fraction 
X= nmole fraction 

i-atio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific 

heat at constant volume 
- thermal conductivity 

P = Prandtl number 
V= diffusion of species 
q radiant energx flux 
S = shear stress 
T= temperature 
B = Boltzmann number 
D = Dainkohlet number 
% = stoichiomnetric coefficient 
P = activation energy, 
III = order of backward reaction 

I, = order of forward reaction 

= nondimnensional pressure and seconrlarx teiipeia

ture dependencies of foward rate at step k 

- nondimensional pressure and secondary tempera
tore dependencies of equilibrium constant at step k 

K= nrondimiensional equilibrium constant
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FIRE P'RO I-E.ION FIOR LIGHT \\ATER REC-OIR ELECTRIC GENERATING PL.NTS

Fire models are divided into two broad classifications: phys
ical fire models and miathematical fire models, Physical fire 
models typically experiment with the abiliht of reducing the 
physical fire phenomena into simpler physical parameters.  

Mathematical fire modeling generally employs a series of 
equations that attempt to predict the fire behavior in a physi
cal system. Many of the currently available fire models are a 
combination of these two classifications. Simplified versions of 
sorie of the above equations in scalar form (usuall? the energs 
or mass equations), with empirical correlation for some phe
notnena (such as the air entrainmeent into the fire plume), 
provide the basis for most fire modeling methods. In most 
models the heat release. rate (HRR) and growth of the fire 
Over time is entered directly by the user. This parameter tvpi
callx has the most significant impact oti the results of the fire 
model: therefore, the selection of representative heat release 
rate characteristic (i.e., design fire) is critical in obtaining 
valid predictions for a potential fire environnt. Likewise.  
many of the fire nmodels have internal assumptionssismplifica
Lions that are necessar- for the model to run. The engineer 
must keep these two sources of inherent uncertaint% in mind 
when stating the results of the analysis and level of confidence 
ill those results.  

C.2 Fire Models.  

C.2.1 Selection of an Appropriate Fire Model. A variety of 
fire modeling tools employing different features are currentlx 
available. The most appropriate model for a specific applica
tion often depends on the objective for modeling and fire sce
1nario conditions.  

Fire models have been applied in nuclear power plants in 
the past to predict enirxoiinental conditions inside a compart
ment or rooln Of intexest. The xnodels typi(all\ try to estimate 
parameters such as temperature, hot smoke gas laver height, 
mass flow rate, toxic species concentration, heat flux to a tar

get, and the potential for fire propagation in the pre-flashover 
stage of a compartment fire. Current fire models do not accu
ratelx predict post-flashoxer condition.s, and amy results after 
flashover should be considered indeterminate. Therefore, fire 
modeling calculations should be limited to the pre-flashoker 
periiod of the fire- Flashover is generallk cotsidered to (o(.(I 

wlen the tipper g',; liaer texnperltiure in ,liw (txipai t11ente 
- 'acthes approxiniatelk I I 12°F, : ,>I r w 1hw incidient tcat 
thix at the floor reactles 25 kW n 

C.2.2 Fire Model Features and Limitations. Fire itodels aret en
cx alil limitted hot h bN their intr-iiLic ailgnit is all( a id cotding lld 
b% othrt- fact, i-s iupacItn tile ramz'e oI t11pplicability of a gixen 
mno del or naioel feature. Flhise eatnutcs art initeretit it the 
tinloelxs dtieelopinent and should bc takt'n in(to cotnsid(er-ation ini

order to produce reliable results that will be useful in decision
making. Some models might not be appropriate for certain con
ditions and can produce erroneous results if applied incorrectly.  
For example, some current fire models have difficulty predicting 
the environmental conditions inside compartments with large 
floor areas and low ceiling heights (such as corridors), compart
ments with high ceilings with respect to floor area (such as reac
tor buildings in BWRs), and compartments where mechanical 
ventilation is present (such as rooms in the auxiliary building of 
a PWR). Current models typically do not address the ignition of 
combustible materials or the bidirectional flow of gases through 
a horizontal (ceiling) vent A thorough understanding by the 
engineer of a model's features and the sensitivity of the model to 
the various input parameters, experimental benchmarking, and 
the limitations and uncertainties associated with the particular 
model selected is essential. The degree of confidence and level of 
accuracy in the model is determined during the validation and 
verification of the model as conducted by the developer or inde
pendent party. This information can be obtained from the user's 
guide, other documentation provided with the model, or from 
available public literature. Tables C.2.2(a) and C.2.2(b) provide 
a brief summary and example of various model features for some 
common fire models.  

The engineer must bear in mind that most fire models 
were developed for general application and not specifically for 
the conditions and scenarios presented in nuclear power 
plants. A fire model's features and ability to address these con
ditions should be considered when selecting an appropriate 
fire model. These conditions can affect the accuracy or appro
priateness of the fire dynamics algorithms used for a unique 
analysis of a given space.  

The conditions can include but are not limited to the 

following: 

(1) The types of combustibles and heat release rates 

(2) Types and location of ignition sources 

t 3) The quantity of cables in cable trays and other in-situ fire 
loads in compartments 

(4) Location of fire sources with respect to targets in the 
compartments 

I,5) HLizh-eergx electrical equipment 

t % Venuilation methods 
i) Concrete building consu-uction, large metal equipment, 

and cable tra's that will influence the amount of heat lost 
to the surroundings during a fire 

i,8t Compartments that vary in size but typically have a large 
vohlue with high ceilings 

9) Transient combustibles associated with normal mainte
nance and operations activities

Table C.2.2(al Sunmmarv of Model Features 

Model Five IC-6.1 (6)1 COMBRN Ille [C-6. [C-6.1 (1)] LES [C-6.1 (8)] 

General Features 
Bixpe of inodI I()uaSi-stcadv zonie Ousi-steadv zone Transient zone Transient field 
Numl'1I of Lot1r 1-2 Multiple 

C.oxn0p1uunt-nI t I 30 Multiple 1 
Floors Y3) Multiple 

cWll 1, \ll .1 Wall (4 per roomi Multiple 
Floor t1) 
Ceiling II 

Nurtmber of tires Multiple Vultiph Multiple Multiple 

I niirtio, t(-sc ton darv fuels No ::S Yes

2001 Edition
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3-138 HAZARD CALCULATIONS

,�, , 
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TABLE 3-6.1 Heat Balance Measured in Experimental Fires in a Compartment 
of 29 m 2 Floor Area with a Fire Load of Wood Cribs

Heat loss from hot gases (%) 

Fire Window Heat 

load area release Effluent Structural Feedback Window 

(kg) (m 2) (kcal/s) gas surfaces to fuel radiation 

877 11.2 1900 65 15 11 9 

5.6 1900 52 26 11 11 

1744 11.2 3200 61 15 11 13 

5.6 2300 53 26 12 9 

2.6 1600 47 30 16 7

S I windlow area. a larger proportion of the heat released will be 
absorbed by the enclosing surfaces. The total heat released, 

Sassuming a complete burnout, is directly proportional to the 
a • " amount of the fire load, but the rate of heat release may also 

be controlled bv the ventilation. In this example, with the 

lower fire load. both window areas give sufficient ventilation 
for the fuel to burn at its maximum (free burning) rate but.  

with the doubled fire load, the burning rate is not doubled, 

because the window area restricts the ventilation needed.  

METHODS FOR PREDICTING 
PRE-FLASHOVER COMPARTMENT 

FIRE TEMPERATURES 

The solution of a relatively complete set of equations for 

the conservation of energx requires the solution of a large 
number of equations which vary with time. Although indi
vidual energy transport equations may be solved, in general 
there is not an explicit solution for a set of these equations.  
As a result. one of two approaches can be taken. The first is 

an approximate solution which can be accomplished bv 

"hand" using a limiting set of assumptions. The second is a 
more comn-plete solution utilizing a computer program. In 

1k I "• either case. a number of methods have been developed. The 

methods presented are those whicbh appear most widelv ac
cepted in the fire protection coinmunity. Each method em

ploys assumptions and limitations w% hich should be under
stood before emnploxing the method. The methods presented 
in this chapter predict average temperatures and are not 
applicable to cases where prediction of local temperatures 

are desired. For example, these methods should not be used 
to predict detector or sprinkler actuation or the temperatures 
of materials as a result ot direct flame impingement.  

- Method of McCaffrey. Quintiere, 
and Harkleroad

%lcCaffrev. Quintiere. and Harkleroad have used a sim
pie conservation of energy expression and a correlation with 

data to develop an approximation of the upper layer temper
ature in a compartment."t Applying the conservation of 

energy to the upper (aver yields 

Q = m,= - J I - i 7)

where 

Q 
01_,

= energy (heat) release rate of the fire (k\\' 
- gas flow rate out the opening (kg s) 

specific heat of gas (kf kg • K) 
temperature of the upper gas laver (KI

T:• = ambient temperature (K) 

DOSS = net radiative and convective heat transfer from the 

upper gas layer (kW) 

The left-hand side of Equation 7 is the energy generated 

by the fire. On the right-hand side, the first term is the heat 
transported from the upper layer in the gas flow out an 
opening. The second term is the net rate of radiative and 

convective heat transfer from the upper layer, which is ap
proximately equal to rate of heat conduction into the com
partment surfaces. The rate of heat transfer to the surfaces is 
approximated by 

q -oss = hkAT(Tg - T.) (8)

where 

hk = effective heat transfer coefficient (kW/m • K)

AT = total area of the compartment enclosing surfaces 
(m

2
) 

Substituting Equation 8 into Equation 7 yields the non

dimensional temperature rise in terms of two dimensionless 
groups

ATL Q/(cpTý fiig) 
TU 1 + hkA T1(c jrhg) .9,

where 

A.T = upper gas temperature rise above ambient IT, 
Tg (K).  

The mass flow rate of hot gas out of a window or door 
can be rewritten from Equation 3.  

rh- = tAoH0 2g-•a-g 1 - i.d1i -( T -0H 

3 d 0 LT 0  H0 

where 

C,- = orifice constriction coefficient 

Wo = opening width (m) 

H,) = opening height (m) 

p = ambient air density (kgm 2 ) 

= acceleration due to gravity, 9.8 mns2 

X\ = height of neutral plane (in) 

Since X\ primarily depends on T_, Q, and geometric 
factors (H0 and W0 ). fii, may be replaced by 

\g pA0%\Ho

i 
a9-

\1%vbý



ESTIMATING TEMPERATURES IN COMPARTMENT FIRES 3-139

13

23 ~pgcT,,10 \\ H) 
., hereA 0 T O

(11)

area of opening (M21 

,height of opening (m) 

The numbers 480, %3, and - V; were determined bv 
Irrelating the expression with the data from over 100 ex
riniental fires. These data included both steady-state and 

.1rlsient fires in cellulosic and synthetic polymeric materi
.•i and gaseous hydrocarbon fuels. Compartment height 
>rged from 0.3 m to 2.7 m and floor areas from 0.14 M2 to 

o20 o"-. The compartments contained a variety of window 
11d door sizes. The term raised to the 2,i power in Equation 
*i represents the ratio of the energy released to the energy 
,Ixected. and the term raised to the - 1/ power represents 

:i~e energy lost divided by the energy convected.  
Substituting the values for ambient conditions of 

-,= 9.8 mus2 
= 1.05 kf,,kg. K 
= 1.2 kgm 3 

= 295 K 
0:to Equation 11 yields-' 13

"-A (o)\ Hohk.Ar )12)

The heat transfer coefficient can be determined using a 
-:eadv-state approximation when the time of exu.1osure, t. is 
,reater than the thermal penetration time. t, bh

h = k. t fort > t, 131

The thermal penetration -I:ine is defined as 

Sýpc klob 21"

"aere 
-= density of the compartment surface (kg nr3) 
"= specific heat of the compartment surface material 

ýki kg- K) 
k = thermal conductivity of compartment surface 

tkW m- K) 
6 = thickness of compartment surface tin) 

= exposure time Is) 
= thermal penetration time isi 

When the time of exposure is less than the penetration 
time. an approximation based on conduction in a semi
:nfinite solid is

:rl the two dimensionless variables in Equation 10, without 

.iy loss in generality. The effects of Tg and Q are incorpo
inted ioto the correlation via other terms. Based on an anal

s of test data. Equation 9 was written as a power-law

h - kpc t- ort t S153

If there are several wall and or ceiling materials in the com
partment, an area-weighted average for hk should be used.  

The limitations as stated by McCaffrey et ol on the use of 
this method for estimating temperatures are:

For t < t, (10, 60 s, 

h- (kpct)1 2 

1. Att = "10s.

hk = ý0.581 10)12 = 0.24 kWm. K

Zi.

1. The correlation holds for compartment upper layer gas 
temperatures up to approximately 6000C, 

2. It applies to steady-state as well as time-dependent fires, 
provided the primary transient response is the wall con
duction phenomenon, 

3. It is not applicable to rapidly developing fires in large 
enclosures in which significant fire growth has occurred 
before the combustion products have exited the compart
ment, 

4. The energy release rate of the fire must be determined 
from data or other correlations, 

5. The characteristic fire growth time and thermal penetra
tion time of the room-lining materials must be deter
mined in order to evaluate the effective heat transfer co
efficient, and 

6. The correlation is based on data from a limited number of 
experiments and does not contain extensive data on 
ventilation-controlled fires nor data on combustible 
walls or ceilings. Most of the fuel in the test fires was near 
the center of the room.  

Example of McCaffrey et al method: Calculate the upper 
layer temperature of a room 3 x 3 m in floor area and 2.4 m 
high with a door opening 1.8 m high and 0.6 m wide. The fire 
source is a steady 750 kW fire. The wall lining material is 
0.016 m (5/a in.) gypsum plaster on metal lath. Perform the 
calculation at times of 10, 60, and 600 seconds after ignition.  
Using Equation 11 

AT, - 480 - Q 23 hkAT -13 

\gc~ppj Ao HO) LvcppxAg\H 
where 

lp=1k/.kg-K 

T - 27-C (300 K) 
p• =1.18 kgtm 3 

Ao 1.8 m x 0.6 m = 1.08 m 2 

g = 9.8 rWs 2 

Ho 1.8m 

S= 750 kM 
A = A,.alls + Afloor + Aceiling - Aopenings 

-4 x (3 X 2.4) + (3 x 3) + (3 X 3) - 1.08 
- 28.8 m 2 

ý 9 m2 + 9 m 2 - 1.08 
45.72 m 2 

The wall heat loss coefficient, hk, is a function of time.  

a. Calculate the thermal penetration time, tp.  

tp = (p9ck)(8/2)2 

wvhere 

p = wall material density (1440 kg/m 3 ) 
k = 0.48 x 10-3 kWim-c 
c = 0.84 kI kg C 
8 = 0.016 m 

t) = 161.3 s 

b. Calculate hk at 10, 60, and 600 s.

kPc = 0.581

t II



SAMPLE PROBLEM

Consider a compartment 15 x 15 x 10 ft high (w, x Io x ho) with a simple vent 4 x 6 ft high (w, x hv). The 
construction is essentially concrete 1 ft thick. The fire is constant at 500 kW ( Q = 500 kW). Compute 
the hot gas temperature rise in the compartment at 100 seconds.

I -1�'

h.,= "1U'
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METHOD FOR PREDICTING TEMPERATURE IN A ROOM FIRE WITH 
NATURAL VENTILATION

INPUT PARAMETERS

COMPARTMENT INFORMATION 
Compartment Width (w,) feet 4.572 m 

Compartment Length (I) feet 4.572 m 

Compartment Height (h,) feet 3.048 m 

Vent Width (w,) feet 1,2192 m 

Vent Height (hv) feet 1.8288 m 

Interior Lining Thickness (8) Ofeet 0.3048 m

AMBIENT CONDITIONS 
Ambient Air Temperature (TO)

Specific Heat of Air (cp) 
Ambient air Density (Po) 

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF ENCLOSING SURFA( 
Interior Lining Thermal Inertia (kpc) 
Interior Lining Thermal Conductivity (k) 
Interior Lining Specific Heat (cp) 

Interior Lining Density (p)

25 'C 

298 K

kJ/kg-K 

kg/m3 

(kW/m2 -K)2 -sec 

kW/m-K 

kJ/kg-K 

kg/M
3

INTERIOR LINING TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION PROPERTIES for common materials: 

Matetial k p cp kpc 

(kW/m -°C) (kg/m3) (kJ/kg-K) (kW/m2-K)2-sec 

Concrete 1.4 x 10-3 2000 0.88 2.0 

Gypsum Board 5.0 x 10-4 1440 0.84 0.60 

Steel 5.0 x 10"3 1600 0.46 150 

Wood 1.5 x 10-4 420 2.72 0.30 
Reference Quintiere, James. Principles of Fire Behavior. (Page 187) 

FIRE SPECIFICATIONS 
Fire Heat Release Rate (Q) <W 

Time After Ignition (t)(sec 

METHOD OF McCAFFREY, QUINTIERE, AND HARKLEROAD (MQH) 
Reference SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering 2"d Edition (Page 3-139) 

ATa = 6.85[Q 2/(Ao(h) 1ý2) (A-hk)1, 3 

Where \Tg = upper layer gas temperature rise above ambient (Tg-To) (K)



Q heat release rate of the fire (kW) 

A0 area of ventilation opening (M 2) 

h,= height of ventilation opening (m) 

hk = heat trensfer coefficient (kW/m 2-K) 

AT = total area of the compartment enclosing surface boundaries (M
2

) 

Area of Ventilation Opening Calculation 
A0 = (wv)(hv) 

A0 = 2.229673 M2 

Thermal Penetration Time Calculation (Thermally Thick Materials) 
tp = (pcp/k)(6/2 )2 

Where p interior construction density (kg/m 3) 
cp = interior construction heat capacity (kJ/Kg-K) 

k - interior construction thermal conductivity (kW/m-K) 
6 = interior construction thickness (m) 

tp= 29198.1 sec, which is over 8 hours, so the conduction will be transient for a 

long time 
Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculation 

hk = (kpc/t)1 2 for t < tp 

Where kpc = interior construction thermal inertia (kW/m 2-K)2-sec 
(a thermal property of material responsible for the rate of temperature rise) 
t = time after ignition (sec) 

h, = 0.447214 kW/rm2-K 

Area of Compartment Enclosing Surface Boundaries 
AT = [2(wcxlc) + 2(hcxwc) + 2(hoxlc)] - A0 

AT = 95.31852 M2 

Compartment Hot Gas Layer Temperature With Natural Ventilation 

-\Tg = 6.85[Q 2/(A0 (h,) 2) (Ath,)]"" 

ATg = 185.91 K 

_\Tg = Tg-To 

Tg = :\Tg+To 

Tg= 483.91 K 

S2 9 ANSWER

NOTE



METHOD FOR PREDICTING TEMPERATURE IN A ROOM FIRE WITH

INPUT PARAMETERS

COMPARTMENT INFORMATION 
Compartment Width (tw) i teet i 

Compartment Length (Ij)m et 4-3t i 

Compartment Height (h,) feet 4OP ai 

Vent Width (w,) m12,i 

Vent Height (h,) rle m 

Interior Lining Thickness (6) eei 046 in 

AMBIENT CONDITIONS 
Ambient Air Temperature (To) F 

M it
Specific Heat of Air (c,) m es-_ 
Ambient air Density (,,) kg/in 

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF ENCLOSING SURFACES 
Interior Lining Thermal Inertia (kfc) m (WmKK-'sec 
Interior Lining Thermal Conductivity (k) N kW"•K 
Interior Lining Specific Heat (c,) -9K 

Interior Lining Density (p) E kg/m 

Abi cil CýOSRCO PRp"T 4 l b 

FIRE SPECIFICATIONS Fire Heat Release Rate -(Q) m w m m 
Time After Ignition (t)m m m 

METHOD OF McCAFFREY, QUINTIERE, AND HARKLEROAD nMQH) 

A.Ts = 6 85[Q'1(Ao(hj,21) (A~h,)]13 

Where AT, = upper layer gas temperature rise above ambient (Ta-T.) (K) 

Fir hHea ReeaeRase rate of 0he fire (W 
Ao T area of ventilation opening (m) 

h, height of ventilation opening (m) 

h, heat Irensfer coefficient (kW/mrK) 

A, total area of the compartment enclosing surface boundanes Imn) 

Area of Ventilation Opening Calculation 
A = (w,)(h,) 

A. = 2.229673 m

Thermal Penetration Time Calculation (Thermally Thick Malenals) 

t. = ('-ci/k)(V2)

Where ,- = interor construction density (kg.m'l 
c, intenor construction heal capacity (kJ!Kg-K) 

- intenor construction thermal conductivity (kW/m-K) 

- interior construction thickness (m) 

• = 29198.1 snc which is over 8 hours so the conduction will be transient for a 

long time 
Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculation 

h, (h ~t)' tert<t, 

Where k,-c = intenor construction thermal inertia (kW/m-K):-sec 
(a thermal property of matenal responsible for the rate of temperature rise) 
t = time after ignition (sec) 

hi 0.447214 kW/m"-K 

Area of Compartment Enclosing Surface Boundaries 
A- = [2(wixli) + 2(h ) + 2(hnxlc)h . A,

A- = 95.31852 m' 

Compartment Hot Gas Layer Temperature With Natural Ventilation 

.sT; = 6 85hQha(Acih,)' -) (A-hjj' 

ATJ = 185.91 K 

NT, = T,-T, 

T3 AT,.T, 

T,,= 483.91 K

ANSWER



METHOD FOR PREDICTING TEMPERATURE IN A ROOM FIRE WITH 
NATURAL VENTILATION

INPUT PARAMETERS

COMPARTMENT INFORMATION 
Compartment Width (we) feet 4.572 m 

Compartment Length (Ic) feet :2,.4.572 m 

Compartment Height (hf) feet 3.048 m 

Vent Width (w,) feet 1.2192 m 

Vent Height (h,) feet 1.288 m 

Interior Lining Thickness (5) feet 0.3G48 m

AMBIENT CONDITIONS 
Ambient Air Temperature (TO)

Specific Heat of Air (cp) 
Ambient air Density (Po)

THERMAL PROPERTIES OF ENCLOSING SURFAI 
Interior Lining Thermal Inertia (kpc) 
Interior Lining Thermal Conductivity (k) 
Interior Lining Specific Heat (cp) 

Interior Lining Density (p)

°F

kJ/kg-K 
kg/m

3 

(kW/m2 -K)2 -sec 

kW/m-K 

kJ/kg-K 

kg/M
3

INTERIOR LINING TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION PROPERTIES for common materials: 

Matetial k p CP kpc 

(kW/m-=C) (kglm3) (kJ/kg-K) (kWIm2 -K)2-sec 

Concrete 1.4 x 10' 2000 0.88 2.0 

Gypsum Board 5.0 x 10' 1440 0.84 0.60 

Steel 5.0 x 103 1600 0.46 150 

Wood 1.5 X 10-4 420 2.72 0.30 

Reference Quintiere, James. Principles of Fire Behavior. (Page 187)

FIRE SPECIFICATIONS 
Fire Heat Release Rate (Q) 
Time After Ignition (t)

w 
ec

METHOD OF McCAFFREY, QUINTIERE, AND HARKLEROAD (MQH) 
Reference SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineedng 2 n Edition (Page 3-139) 

ATg = 6.85[Q 2/(Ao(h,) 112) (AThk)]
113 

Where ATg = upper layer gas temperature rise above ambient (Tg-To) (K)

25 'C 

298 K



Q = heat release rate of the fire (kW) 
A0 = area of ventilation opening (M2) 

h,= height of ventilation opening (m) 

hk = heat trensfer coefficient (kW/m2 -K) 

AT = total area of the compartment enclosing surface boundaries (m) 

Area of Ventilation Opening Calculation 
A0 = (wv)(hv) 

A0 = 2.229673 M2 

Thermal Penetration Time Calculation (Thermally Thick Materials) 
tp =(pc/k)(6/2 )2 

Where p = interior construction density (kg/m 3) 
cp = interior construction heat capacity (kJ/Kg-K) 

k = interior construction thermal conductivity (kW/m-K) 
8 = interior construction thickness (m) 

tp= 29198.1 sec, which is over 8 hours, so the conduction will be transient for a 

long time 
Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculation 

hk = (kpc/t)112 for t < tp 

Where kpc = interior construction thermal inertia (kW/m2 -K)2 -sec 
(a thermal property of material responsible for the rate of temperature rise) 
t = time after ignition (sec) 

hk = 0.447214 kW/m2-K 

Area of Compartment Enclosing Surface Boundaries 
AT = [2(wcxl,) + 2(hcxwc) + 2(hcxlc)] - A0 

AT = 95.31852 M2 

Compartment Hot Gas Layer Temperature With Natural Ventilation 

ATg = 6.85[Q 2/(Ao(hv) 12) (AThk)]1/3 

ATg = 185.91 K 

_\Tg = T9-T0 

Tg = ATg+T 0 

Tg= 483.91 K 

ANSWER

NOTE



DRAFT 

STRAWMAN FOR DISCUSSION 
[NOT AN NRC STAFF POSITION] 

LICENSEE SELF-ASSESSM ENT PROCESS 

Prepared for the July 12, 2001 NRCINEI Working Group Meeting by IIPBIDIPM/NRR 

Note: This draft strawman is intended to focus industry, public, and NRC discussion on 
the possibility of allowing, within the new ROP, voluntary licensee self-assessments in 
lieu of selected NRC inspections. This draft strawman does not represent an NRC staff 
"negotiating position." This strawman is intended to precipitate focused dialogue on the 
topic of licensee self-assessments (LSAs). The existence of this strawman does not 
signal the intention of the NRC to necessarily change the ROP or reduce inspection 
hours in the near-term at licensed reactor facilities. However, the NRC staff's LSA 
initiative could potentially provide for increased regulatory effectiveness while improving 
efficiency and reducing regulatory burden.  

LSA Process Draft Strawman Structure: 

* Licensees, at their option, may apply to the NRC for six year LSA approval in selected 
topical areas for specific reactor sites. All application materials will be treated as public, 
docketed, non-proprietary. The NRC will review the LSA applications against a public set 
of criteria, and publish the approvals, denials and associated rationales. [Six year re
approval was somewhat arbitrarily chosen as a common multiple of the one, two and 
three year periodicities of major NRC baseline inspection procedures.] 

* In the selected baseline inspection topical areas of Fire Protection (IP 71111-05), 
Permanent Plant Modifications (IP 71111.17), Safety System Design and Performance 
Capability (IP 71111-21), Post-maintenance Testing (IP 71111-22), and Identification and 
Resolution of Problems (IP 71152), the NRC may approve licensees to conduct LSA 
activities similar in scope and equivalent (or better) in effect to NRC conduct of the 
subject topical area inspection procedures.  

[Since it is not the intent of LSA approval to "deputize" licensees to replicate existing 
NRC inspection activities, licensees need not, and probably should not, perform self
assessments using the NRC's new ROP inspection procedures nor necessarily their 
inspection techniques. Rather, it is only important that the significant, major elements of 
NRC inspection procedures be addressed during the LSA processes, something that will 
be addressed during NRC staff's LSA application reviews. For example, in fire 
protection, risk is used by the NRC to select reactor plant areas for inspection. The NRC 
application review process may well ensure that the licensee has a process for 
conducting a risk-informed plant area selection process. The details of such LSA 
application review criteria are to be determined.]



* Licensees of reactor plants in the Regulatory Response, Degraded Cornerstone, 
Multiple/Repetitive Degraded Cornerstone, and Unacceptable Performance columns of 
the Action Matrix would be ineligible for any LSA approvals. Stated conversely, only 
licensees within the Licensee Response column of the ROP Action Matrix are eligible for 
LSA approval.  

* Any topical LSA approvals in effect when a given licensee becomes ineligible for LSA 
approval (licensee not in the Licensee Response column of the Action Matrix) will be 
immediately voided. Re-application will be required for each voided LSA certification.  

* Every third normally scheduled NRC inspection in a topical area will be conducted solely 
by NRC staff personnel and/or NRC contractors (no LSA activity).  

* Barring unforseen interfering operational events, all LSA activities will be completed 
within one (two, three?) month(s) of the same calendar quarter as the regularly scheduled 
NRC baseline inspection.  

At most 40% of the LSA man-hours applied in the topical area of Identification and 
Resolution of Problems will be from non-site personnel (i.e., 60% of the the LSA effort will 
be from qualified off-site personnel, such as knowledgeable individuals from the Institute 
of Nuclear Power Operation, corporate staff, or other NRC licensed reactor sites which 
may or may not be owned by the LSA approved licensee). This requirement for an 
"independent audit" component exists only for LSA activities in the Identification and 
Resolution of Problems topical area.  

The NRC will selectively monitor/observe a licensee's LSA effort, and/or review a 
licensee's in-process LSA results, at any point in the LSA process.  

* Final LSA results will be issued by the licensee to the NRC as public, docketed, non
proprietary documents within 45 days of the completion of the LSA activity.  

* Final LSA results will be reviewed by the NRC staff, and certain LSA identified issues 
may be transformed into NRC inspection findincqs in a subsequent NRC issued inspection 
report. Enforcement credit will be given for LSA self-identification of issues, but the 
enforcement process for LSA results transformed into inspection findings will otherwise 
be unaffected.  

* The NRC will conduct standard ROP Significance Determination Process analyses on all 
LSA results which the NRC staff has chosen to transform into NRC inspection findings, 
and any resultant "colored findings" will be inputs into the ROP Action Matrix.  

Licensee corrective action, NRC resident inspection, licensee immediate notification, 
licensee event report (LER), performance indicator, SDP and Action Matrix processes will 
all be unaffected by the the conduct of approved LSA activities (e.g. LSA results 
transformed into inspection findings may ultimately contribute to a degraded 
cornerstone).



* Every three years, the NRC will study the national LSA process to determine the efficacy 
of continuing the LSA approval program (as compared to reverting to the traditional 100% 
NRC conduct of NRC inspection procedures).  

Pro and Con Discussion Points: 

Licensee self-assessments, in lieu of NRC inspection activity, could have the effect of increasing 
NRC efficiency while enhancing licensee ownership of the quality of activities. In terms of the 
four pillars of nuclear regulation, it would appear that the NRC's regulatory effectiveness and 
efficiency would be enhanced, licensee regulatory burden would be reduced, safety may be 
unaffected or enhanced, but public confidence could possibly be marginally reduced (due to the 
"regulatory relaxation" appearance of the LSA process). It is clear that an NRC approved 
licensee self-assessment program would have the potential effect of reducing the number of 
NRC personnel engaged in major technical reactor team inspections.



DISCUSSION POINTS - DRAFT

LICENSEE SELF-ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 
FOR NRC INSPECTIONS 

GOALS 

"* Maintain public confidence 
"* Reduce unnecessary regulatory burden 
"* More effectively utilize NRC and licensee resources while preserving NRC 

option to inspect 

PROPOSED STRATEGY 

"* Build on prior experience and successes: 
- Implementation of NRC Administrative Letter 94-03, "Announcing an NRC 

Inspection Procedure on Licensee Self-Assessment Programs for NRC 
Area-Of-Emphasis Inspections" 

- Inspection Manual Chapter 40501, "Licensee Self-Assessments Related 
to Team Inspections" 

- Initial year implementation of the NRC Reactor Oversight Process 
- Implementation of voluntary initiatives 

"* Update existing NRC guidance to reflect the NRC Reactor Oversight Process 
"* Conduct multiple (2-3) pilot programs during Year 2 of ROP implementation; 

"Team Inspections" should be given first priority 
"* Proceed in parallel with Safeguards Performance Assessment Pilot Program 

WHAT ARE PROPOSED CRITERIA FOR PARTICIPATION? 

"* Voluntary initiative by one or more licensees (e.g., Owners Group initiative) 
"* Licensee has an effective corrective action and self-assessment program 
"* Licensee(s) docket formal request 
"* NRC formally accepts docketed licensee self-assessment plan as being 

equivalent in scope and depth to NRC inspection 

WHAT INSPECTIONS ARE "GENERICALLY ELIGIBLE"? 

• Baseline inspections with frequencies of one year or longer 

WHAT INSPECTIONS ARE ELIGIBLE ON A CASE-BY-CASE BASIS? 

* Supplemental inspections 

WHAT INSPECTIONS ARE GOOD CANDIDATES FOR PILOT PROGRAMS? 

Top 2 Candidates: 
"* IMC 71111.05, Fire Protection Triennial 
"* IMC 7111.21, Safety System Design and Performance Capability

I
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Second Tier Candidates: 

"* IMC 71111.02, Evaluation of Changes, Tests and Experiments (after 2/02) 
"* IMC 71121, Occupational Radiation Safety 
"* IMC 71111.11, Licensed Operator Requalification 
"* IMC 71111.12, Maintenance Rule Implementation (after 11/01) 
"* IMC 71111.17, Permanent Plant Modifications 

WHAT ARE POTENTIAL POLICY, PROCESS, OR PROGRAM ISSUES? 

"* What objective criteria should the NRC use to determine if a licensee is 
eligible to participate? 

"* Will use of NRC inspection manual guidance be appropriate to ensure 
"consistent scope and depth" ? 

"* Will industry self-assessment "standards" or guidance be needed to ensure 
"consistent scope and depth" with NRC IMC Chapter? 

"* Will licensee self-assessment reports be required to be docketed or made 
public? 

"* How will results of self-assessments be treated under the ROP? 

- Will issues identified by the licensee be run through the SDP? 

- Will the NRC issue Findings or Violations? 

- How will the results be treated in the Action Matrix? 

- Will violations of regulations identified by the licensee be subject to 
Enforcement? 

- How will "management" or "business" recommendations be handled? 

* What are potential unintended consequences?

2



PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE MONTHLY OPERATING REPORT

REMOVE FROM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

PROVIDE DATA ON A QUARTERLY BASIS INSTEAD OF MONTHLY 

PROVIDE DATA ELECTRONICALLY 

POSSIBLE ELECTRONIC DATA OPTIONS 

OPTION 1) ADD DATA STREAM TO EXISTING PERFORMANCE INDICATOR 
DATA FROM NEI DATA BASE. CURRENTLY, NEI PROVIDES THE DATA TO 
LICENSEES, WHO THEN SUBMIT THE DATA TO NRC INDIVIDUALLY ON A 
QUARTERLY BASIS 

OPTION 2) LICENSEES PROVIDE THE DATA TO INPO'S EPIX DATABASE 
(OR ITS SUCCESSOR). INPO WOULD GRANT NRC ACCESS TO THE DATA.  
NRC WOULD THEN EXTRACT THE DATA FROM THE DATABASE.  

NRC IS WILLING TO DISCUSS OPTIONS WITH NEI/INPO TO WORK OUT DETAILS 
OF ELECTRONIC DATA TRANSFER 

A SUBSTANTIAL MAJORITY OF INDUSTRY BUY-IN IS NEEDED TO MAKE THIS 
EFFORT WORTHWHILE 

CONTINUE TO SUPPLY DATA DISCUSSED IN GL 97-02, "REVISED CONTENTS 
OF THE MONTHLY OPERATING REPORT." NO CHANGE IN THE AMOUNT OF 
DATA PROVIDED
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REACTOR POWER REDUCTIONS PER 7,000 CRITICAL HOURS 

Purpose 
This indicator monitors the number of reductions in reactor power of greater than 20 percent of 
full power. It may provide leading indication of risk-significant events but is not itself risk
significant. The indicator is calculated per 7,000 critical hours to monitor the number of plant 
power changes for a typical year of operation.  

Indicator Definition 
The number of reductions in reactor power of greater than 20 percent of full power during the 
previous four quarters per 7,000 critical hours.  

Data Reporting Elements 
The following data are reported for each reactor unit: 

"* the number of reductions in reactor power of greater than 20 percent of full power in the 
previous quarter 

"* the number of critical hours in the previous quarter 

Calculation 
The indicator is determined using the values for the previous four quarters as follows: 

value-=(number of power reductions in the previous 4 qtrs) X 7,000 hrs (number f•---c-ritic-al-h-o-urs-int-e-pre-v-i•ui-s-r--.4 qtr 7,00s)r 

Definition of Terms 
Reductions in reactor power include all power reductions, whether controlled or uncontrolled, 
planned or unplanned, scheduled, or unscheduled, except for those excluded below.  

Clarifying Notes 
7,000 hours is used because it represents one year of reactor operation at about an 80% 
availability factor.  

2,400 critical hours is the minimum number of critical hours in four consecutive quarters for 
which an indicator value is calculated. Rate indicators can produce misleadingly high values 
when the denominator is small; for critical hours under 2,400, as few as two power reductions 
can produce a value that crosses the green-white threshold. Therefore, the displayed value will 
be N/A. All data elements must nevertheless be reported.  

Reductions in reactor power that are not counted are (1) those that are scheduled prior to 
startup from a refueling outage (i.e., mid-cycle maintenance outages and the next refueling 
outage); (2) those that are directed by the load dispatcher under normal operating conditions 
due to load demand and economic reasons, or for grid stability or nuclear plant safety concerns 
arising from external events outside the control of the nuclear unit; (3) anticipatory unit power 
reductions due to external events, such as hurricanes, tornadoes, or range fires, that threaten 

February 8, 2001 1 
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the safety of the nuclear unit or its transmission lines; (4) certain proceduralized unit power 
reductions in response to expected problems, such as accumulation of marine debris or 
biological contaminants in certain seasons (each situation is different and should be identified to 
the NRC for a determination as to whether it should be counted); (5) power reductions to 
perform routine evoJutions or tests that are necessary and/or required for continued plant 
operation, are regularly scheduled plant activities, and are conducted in accordance with normal 
plant procedures; (6) additional power reductions that follow the initial reduction (without an 
intervening increase in power) to address the same plant problem; (7) end-of-cycle coastdown: 
and (8) those that are included in the unplanned scram indicator.  

Unit power reductions that are counted are all those not excluded above.  

February 8, 2001 2



IE 03 Power Change Indicator Comparison
4/1/00

ROP

- 3/31/01 (45 units)

NRC

# Power Changes 
> 20% = 264

None = 114

NEI
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FAQ Log 15 
Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No. 1 
15.12 MSOI Question: Introduced 10/31 CornEd 

MS02 1. Should support system unavaila Jility be counted in the monitored safety system unavailability PI if analysis or 12/5/00 - NEI, 
MS03 engineering judgement has dete.-mined that the support system can be restored to available status such that the monitored Licensee proposed 
MS04 system remains available to perform its intended safety function? response added.  

3/2/01 
2. Do the criteria for determining availability described in NEI 99-02, Revision 0, page 26 lines 31-40 apply to this Discussed. FAQ 

situation? to be discussed as 
Licensee Proposed Response: part of SSU focus 

group.  
1. No. During both testing and non-testing situations, the criteria described in NEI 99-02, Revision 0, page 33, lines 7-9 

should apply, "In these cases, analysis or sound engineering judgment may be used to determine the effect of support 
system unavailability on the monitored system." 

If the analysis or engineering judgment determines that the unavailability of the support system does not impair the 
ability of the monitored system to perform its intended safety function, then the support system unavailability should not 
be counted in the monitored system Pl. For example, if engineering analysis determines that the unavailability of a 
ventilation support system for the emergency diesel generator does not adversely impact the availability of the 
emergency diesel generator to perform its intended function, the unavailability of the support system would not be 
counted in the emergency diesel generator PI. The engineering analysis must evaluate such things as; the length of time 
between an event and the time the ventilation system is required to be available to support the safety function of the 
emergency diesel generator, the complexity the actions required by plant operators to restore the availability of the 
ventilation system, and the probability of success for the restoration actions. Restoration actions should be contained in 
a written procedure and must not require diagnosis or repair. The engineering analysis must provide a high degree of 
assurance that the unavailability of the ventilation support system does not impact the ability of the emergency diesel 
generator to perform its safety function. This treatment is consistent with maintenance rule and PRA.  

2. No. In NEI 99-02, Revision 0, page 26, lines 31-40, criteria for exclusion of planned unavailability for testing activities 
of monitored systems are described. The criteria established in this section describe required actions or barriers which 
must be in place during testing so that unavailability of the monitored system is not counted in the monitored system Pl.

DRAFT 07/11/0106/04/01
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FAQ Log 16 
Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  
16.11 MS02 Question: Introduced 12/6 San Onofre 

MS04 Appendix D 12/6 Discussed.  
At our ocean plant we periodically recirculate the water in our intake structure causing the temperature to rise in order to HOLD needs 

control marine growth. Marine mollusks, if allowed to grow larger than %" in size, can clog the condenser and more clarity in the 
component cooling water heat exchangers. This process is carried out over a six hour period in which the temperature is question 
raised slowly in order to encourage ehas fish to move toward the fish elevator so they can be removed from the intake. -awt 
,thu, mini.. ize th" e . .. ..equntial fish kill. Temperature is then reduced and tunnels reversed to start the actual heat treat. 2/5/01 - need to 
Actual time with warm water in the intake is less than half of the evolution. A dedicated operator is stationed for the know design basis 
evolution, and by procedure at any point, can back out and restore normal intake temperatures by pushing a single button to 
reposition a single circulating water gate. The gate is large and may take several minutes to reposition and clear the intake.  
of the warm water, but a single button with a dedicated operator, in close communication with the control room initiates the 
gate closure. During this evolution, one train of service water, a support system for HPSI and RHR, is aligned to the, 
opposite unit intake and remains fully Operable in accordance with the Technical Specifications. The second train is aligned 
to participate in the heat treat, and while functional, has water beyond the temperature required to perform its design 
function. This design function of the support system is restored withnormal intake temperatures by the dedicated operator 
realigning the gate, with a single button if needed. Gate operation is tested before the start of the evolution and restoration 
actions are virtually certain. The. ability of the safeiysyst.am 111181 and R44R .• ae.ate and stai4 ig not impai,.ed by thc..  
evek!tions. Does the time required to perform these evolutions on a support system need to be counted as unavailability for 
HPSI and RHR? 
Licensee Proposed Response: 
No. The period of heat treatment will not be considered as "unavailable" for the HPSI and RHR systems because of 
the utility's actions to limit the environmental impact of heat treatments. As described in the question, the ability of 
safety systems HPSI and RHR to actuate and start is not impaired by these evolutions; There are no unavailable hours.

DRAFT -1
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Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No. I I
1Z I A i *ROmn
10.19 MOV-iU. Question: 

Appendix D Question 
Davis-Besse has an independent mo or-driven feedwater pump (MDFP) that is separate from the two trains of 100% capacity 
turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pamps. The piping for the MDFP (when in the auxiliary feedwater mode) is separate 
from the auxiliary feedwater system up to the steam generator containment isolation valves. The MDFP is not part of the 
original plant design, as it was added in 1985 following our loss-of-feedwater event to provide "a diverse means of supplying 
auxiliary feedwater to the steam generators, thus improving the reliability and availability of the auxiliary feedwater system" 
(quote from the DB Updated Safety Analysis Report).  

The resolution to FAQ 182 was that Palo Verde should count the unavailability hours for their startup feedwater pump.  
However, since the DB MDFP is manually initiated, DB has not been reporting unavailability hours for the MDFP due to the 
exception stated on page 69 of NET 99-02 Revision 0.  

The DB MDFP is non-safety related, non-seismic, and is not Class 1 E powered or automatically connected to the emergency 
diesel generators.  

The DB MDFP is required by the Technical Specifications to be operable in modes 1 - 3. However, the Tech Specs do not 
require the MDFP to be aligned in the auxiliary feedwater mode when below.40 percent power. (The MDFP is used in the 
main feedwater mode as a startup feedwater pump when less than 40% power).  

The DB auxiliary feedwater system is designed to automatically feed only an intact steam generator in the event of a steam 
or feedwater line break. Manual action must be taken to isolate the MDFP from a faulted steam generator.  

The MDFP is included in the plant PRA, and is classified as high risk-significant for Davis-Besse 

Per the DB Tech Specs, the MDFP and both trains of turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps are required in Modes 1-3.  
The MDFP does not fit the NEI definition of either an "installed spare" or a "redundant extra train" per 
NEI 99-02, Rev. 0, pages 30 - 31.  

Should the Davis-Besse MDFP be reported as a third train of Auxiliary Feedwater, even though it is manually initiated? 

(Note: this FAQ is similar to Appendix D questions for Palo Verde and Crystal River regarding the auxiliary feedwater 
system)

I 
-�

Introduced 12/6 
5/2 Discussed 
5/31 Discussed

Davis
Besse

- II________________

3

Response: 
Based on the information provided, this pump should be considered a third train of auxiliary feedwater for NEI 99-02 
monitoring purposes. See the Palo Verde Appendix D question.
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Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
No.  
18.1 MS01 Question: Introduced 2/8 Southern 

MS02 Should surveillance testing of the safety system auto actuation system (e.g. Solid State Protection System testing, Engineered 3/2/01 
MS03 Safety Feature testing, Logic System Functional Testing) be considered as unavailable time for all the affected safety Discussed. To be 
MS04 systems? During certain surveillance testing an entire train of safety systems may have the automatic feature inhibited, discussed by SSU 

Response: focus group and 
NEI task force.  

18.2 MS01 Question: Introduced 2/8 Southern 
MS02 When reporting safety system unavailable time there are periodic (such as weekly) evolutions that although they may not be 3/2/01 
MS03 simple actions to restore a safety system, they result in the safety system being unavailable for no more than several minutes. Discussed. To be 
MS04 Is this level of tracking unavailable time required? discussed by SSU 

"focus group and ______ _____ NEI task force.

Question: 
On January 6th and 7th, the FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant performed unscheduled power reductions in excess of 20% due 
to environmental conditions. Lake temperature, wind speed and wind direction combined to create conditions resulting in 
the main condenser water box fouling which required the power reductions to porrect. These power reductions have not been 
included in the "Unplanned Power Change per 7,000 Critical Hours" Performance Indicator based on previous FAQ's 
concerning unscheduled power reductions arising from external conditions.  

On 01/06/01 power was reduced to 60% to allow theA2 waterbox to be cleaned & inspected. The "C" traveling screen was 
removed from service and the remaining waterboxes were de-fished. A recommendation to clean the forebay when divers 
became available was made to the Shift. Because the availability of divers was expected to be 24 to 96 hours, normal power 
level was restored.  

Divers arrived on site 01/07/01, and preparations for forebay cleaning were ongoing. After "C" traveling screen was 
returned to service condenser delta T and delta P rose slightly. Subsequent lowering of a stop-log (to isolate "A" traveling 
screen for forebay cleaning) caused condenser delta T and delta P to rise and condenser vacuum dropped. The Shift 
responded by raising the stop-log, reducing power to 60 percent and de-fishing the waterboxes. Previously, these stop-logs 
have been lowered without significant effect on condenser performance. Divers confirmed that a large amount of silt and 
zebra mussel shells had collected in the forebays, which had been cleaned during RO- 14.  

As outlined above, power was reduced on these two successive occasions 01/06/01 (for -15 hours) and 01/07/01 due to 
waterbox fouling caused by external environmental conditions. The 01/07/01 down power was an unexpected evolution to 
be implemented based on when divers were available to perform the cleaning operation.  

Therefore, both power reductions were the result of the same environmentally caused influx of debris into the forebay. The 
initial mitigating action (de-fishing) was known to be a temporary measure to allow full power operation until long-term 
corrective action could be implemented.  

Since the second power reduction was also caused by zebra mussels and environmental conditions, and prior ntake cleaning 
evolutions were done at full power, should this count as an unplanned power change?

4

Introduced 2/8 
Need more 
information 
4/23 Question 
revised 
5/2 Discussed

FitzPatrick

.1
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TempNo. PI Question/Response Status Plant/ Co.  
19.3 MS04 Question: Introduced 3/1 Susquehanna 

(Potential Appendix D question - 5/2 Discussed 
Analysis has shown that when RHR is operated in the Suppression Pool Cooling (SPC) Mode, the potential for a 5/31 Tentative 
waterhammer in the RHR piping exists for design basis accident conditions of LOCA with simultaneous LOOP. SPC is Approval 
used during normal plant operation to control suppression pool temperature within Tech Spec requirements, and for 
quarterly Tech Spec surveillance testing. We do not enter an LCO when SPC mode is used for routine suppression pool 
temperature control or surveillance testing because, as stated in the FSAR, the system's response to design basis 
LOCAILOOP events while in SPC configuration determined that a usage factor of 10% is acceptable. The probability of the 
event of concern is 6.4 E-10., 

If the specified design basis accident scenario occurs while the RHR system is in SPC mode, there is a potential for 
collateral equipment damage that could subsequently affect the ability of the system to perform the safety function. If the 
time RHR is run in SPC mode must be counted as unavailability, then our station RHR system indicator will be forever 
white due to the number of hours of normal SPC run time (approximately 300 hours per year). This would tend to mask 
any other problems, which would not be visible until the indicator turned yellow at 5.0%. Should our station count 
unavailability for the time when RHR is operated in SPC mode for temperature control or surveillance testing? 
Response: 

_____ _ No, because the plant is being operated in accordance with technical specifications.
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TempNo. I PT Question/Response i Status I Plant/Cn--
10A I TrAl

Response: 
No, the degraded condition was identified in February 2000, and an Action Plan was developed to address the condition, 
including a outage schedule, Work Request, material identification and procurement. Therefore, the degraded condition 
was identified and planning had been performed more than 72 hours prior to the initiation of plant shutdown. The increased 
leak rate in December 2000 was not a different condition, only a continuing degradation of the off-normal condition 
discovered in February 2000. The December leak rate did not exceed procedural limits requiring assessment of operability 
and plant shutdown and did not require a rapid response.

Introduced 3/1 
5/2 Discussed 
5/31 Tentative 
Approval

n ~~~~I __ _ _ _ _I. _ _
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Question: 
In February 2000, a leak was identified in main generator hydrogen cooler No. 34. At that time the leak rate was 
considered low enough for continued plant operation in accordance with Main Generator Gas System Operating Procedure 
(SOP-TG-001). Development of an Action Plan and outage schedule was initiated, daily trending of the hydrogen leakage 
rate was initiated, and plans for repair formulated. By the end of February 2000, an outage schedule was developed, Work 
Requests planned, material identified and orders placed. The schedule and work package was set aside for use if it became 
necessary to effect repairs prior to Refueling Outage 11 (scheduled for April 2001). In October 2000, the hydrogen leak 
rate increased (exceeded approximately 500 cu ft per day) and in accordance with the procedure additional monitoring via a 
special log was initiated. The approved Action Plan recommended that hydrogen coolers No. 33 and 34 be replaced with 
available spares. The leak continued to increase and after a maintenance shutdown October 25, the leakage increased to 
843 cu ft per day by November 1. By the beginning of December the leak had increased to approximately 1200 cu ft per 
day and on December 18, the hydrogen leak rate increased to 2054 cu-ft per day. After assessing the condition, plant 
management decided to shut down the plant and perform the repairs as detailed in the outage schedule based on holiday 
.resource scheduling. On December 19, the plant was shut down prior to reaching the procedural limitation of 4000 cu-ft 
per day which would have required an operability determination. This limitation is also less than the leakage specification 
specified by the vendor for continued operation. The 4000 cu-ft per day was, considered a threshold for re-evaluation of the 
condition as required by the procedure. Repairs made and the unit returned to service close to the original outage schedule.  
This forced outage was evaluated for determining 'if it was applicable under the classification rules for an unplanned outage.  
In accordance with the guidelines of NEI-99-02, if the outage was planned more than 72 hours in advance, the outage could 
be classified as planned. Since the off-normal condition (leak) was identified in February and planning developed, although 
not all details completed, the shutdown met the criteria of identifying and planning 72 hours prior to the shutdown, and it 
was classified as a."planned" shutdown. The additional clarification in NEI-99-02, under FAQ No. 6 reinforced that 
determination. The shutdown was planned and per the examples in NEI-99-02, the time period between discovery of the 
off-normal condition exceeded 72hours allowing assessment of plant conditions, preparation and review in anticipation of 
an orderly power reduction and shutdown. Does this event qualify as a unplanned shutdown?
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Question 
(Potential Appendix D Question) 
At Prairie Island, the three safeg iards Cooling Water (service water) pumps were declared inoperable for lack of qualified 
source of lineshaft bearing watei. This required entry into Technical Specifications 3.0.c (motherhood). The plant 
requested and received a Notice of Enforcement Discretion (NOED) that allowed continued operation of both units until 
installation of a temporary modiication to provide a qualified bearing water supply to two of the three pumps was complete 
(14 days). Compensatory measures were implemented to ensure continued availability of water to the lineshaft bearings.  

The Cooling Water System is required to mitigate design basis transients and accidents, maintain safe shutdown after 
external events (e.g. seismic event), and maintain safe shutdown after a fire (Appendix R).The only events for which the 
Cooling Water System function could have been compromised are the loss of off-site power (LOOP) and a design basis 
earthquake (DBE). These two events are limiting because they both involve the loss of off-site power. If off-site power 
continues to power the non-safeguards buses, then the Cooling Water System function is not lost.  

Our Risk Assessment determined that the initiating event frequency for a DBE during the 14 day NOED period was so low 
that it was not a concern. Therefore, this discussion will focus on the LOOP event. The bearing water supply was not fully 
qualified for LOOP because the power to the automatic backwash for strainers in the system was not safeguards. The 
concern was that system strainers would plug eventually. However, for this initiating event, function is not lost 
immediately - it takes time for the strainers to plug. The time it takes is a function of river water quality. Based on an 
estimate of worst-case river water quality, there are 4 to 7 hours before function would be lost (strainers plug). In fact, 
testing around the period of the event, showed river water quality was such that the strainers did not plug after 48 hours.  
Given the time available there is high probability that operators could complete recovery actions before function was lost. A 
specific probabilistic risk assessment of the local operator actions determined that the probability of failure was less than 

The NOED was requested to preclude a two unit shutdown. As part of the request for the NOED, compensatory measures to 
assure that the Cooling Water System function is maintained were proposed. In summary, the compensatory measures were 
to: 

"* use a hose (pressure-rated) to connect a safety related source of Cooling Water to the lineshaft bearing supply piping 
for a Cooling Water Pump 

"* post a dedicated operator locally in the screenhouse near the Cooling Water Pumps 
"* pre-stage equipment and tools in the screenhouse 
"* place identification tags at the connection locations 
"* train the dedicated operator(s) on the procedure for connecting the hose
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The need to implement the compensatory measures would have been identified to the Control Room operator by a loss of 
bearing flow alarm. As stated earlier, this condition is not expected to occur until a filter becomes plugged 4 to 7 hours after 
the loss of off site power. The Control Room operator would notify the dedicated operator to perform the procedure. The 
walkdown of the procedure determined that bearing flow could be established in less than 10 minutes. The pump is capable 
of operating for approximately one hour without bearing flow. When bearing flow is established, the Control Room alarm 
will clear, thereby giving the Control Room operator confirmation that the procedure has been performed. The procedure 
also required an independent verification of the bearing flow restoration within one hour of receiving the loss of bearing 
water flow alarm.  

The Cooling Water System is a support system and it's unavailability affects: High Pressure Safety Injection, Auxiliary 
Feedwater, Residual Heat Removal, and Unit 1 Emergency AC (Unit 2 Emergency AC is cooled independent of Cooling 
Water). Using NEI 99-02 criteria, Prairie Island included the time that the Cooling Water Pumps were declared inoperable, 
approximately 300 hours, as unplanned unavailability in our PI data report. This resulted in two White Indicators (one on 
each unit), two other systems (one per unit) on the Green/White threshold, and two systems (again, one per unit) close to 
the Green/White threshold. However, the cause for these Performance Indicators changing from Green to White is a direct.  
result of the lack of qualified bearing water to the Cooling Water pumps. The lack of qualified bearing water was evaluated 
through the SDP and resulted in a White finding. A root cause evaluation was performed and corrective actions identified.  
Since the change in the performance Indicators from Green to White was a direct result of the unqualified bearing water, no 
additional corrective action is planned..  

This event does not fit into the guidance given in NEI 99-02. In Rev. 0, page 26, the Clarifying Notes address testing and 
Control Room operator actions. In Rev. 1, page 28, the Clarifying Notes only allow operator actions. taken in the Control 
Room. We have also reviewed Catawba's FAQ 254. Howeyer, their situation addressed maintenance activity results not 
operator action.  

Initially, unavailable hours were recorded from the time of discovery until completion of a Temporary Modification that 
provided a qualified bearing water supply. This resulted in counting approximately 300 unavailable hours per pump. Since 
the compensatory actions would have maintained the Cooling Water System function, should the unavailable hours be 
counted only from the time of discovery until the compensatory measures were in place?

FAQ LOG DRAFT 07/11/ill •1•
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Response: 
Yes, the unavailable hours shoul I be counted only from the time of discovery until the time that the compensatory measures 
were in place and remained in pl ice. The actions required to restore the Cooling Water System function were simple and 
had a high probability of success. This is based upon the following factors: 

"* A probabilistic risk assessm,mt of the local operator actions calculated less than a 1% probability of failure.  
"* There is control room alarm to alert the Control Room operator of the need for the compensatory measures.  
"* There are at least two means of communication between the Control Room and the local operator.  
"• Recovery action for each pump was simple - connect a hose to two fittings and position two valves.  
"* Time to complete the recovery action was estimated to be about 10 minutes, based on walk-throughs. Failure to 

successfully complete the recovery action was not expected to preclude the ability to make additional attempts at 
recovery.  

• A dedicated operator was stationed in the area to complete the recovery action.  
• The operator had a procedure and training for accomplishing the recovery action.  
* All necessary equipment for recovery action was pre-staged and the fittings and valves were readily accessible.  
* Indication of successful recovery actions was available locally and in the Control Room.  

Note: This FAQ is specific to the plant and the circumstances, which included'NRC approval of compensatory measures 
and an SDP review. Other licensees should not unilaterally apply this FAQ result, but should submit a plant specific FAQ.
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Temp PI Question/Response Status Plant/Co.  
No.  
20.3 MS04 Question: CE Plants 

FAQ for Mitigating System MS04 concerning CE Designed NSSS systems, "Alternative historical data correction method to 4/4 - Discussed.  
convert 2 trains to 4 trains." Calvert Cliffs, Fort Calhoun, Millstone 2, Pallisades, Palo Verde, San Onofre, St. Lucie, and Need CE owners 
Waterford 3 to provide 

additional input.  In FAQ # 172, approved on May 2, 2000 for use by CE plants (now in Appendix D), two methods for changing historical 5/2 Discussed 
data from an initial 2 train report to a revised 4 train report were outlined. Specifically, the change report methodology was 5/31 Tentative 
to perform one of the following changes to historical data: Approval 

1. Maintain Train I and Train 2 historical data as is. For Train 3 and 4, repeat Train 1 and Train 2 data.  

2. Recalculate and revise all historical data using this guidance.  

For CE plants incorporating method 1, a non-performance related degradation in the PI calculation for Trains 3 and 4 (and 
the overall PI) was subsequently observed. This degradation occurred due to a decrease in the required hours in the 
denominator as the historical data was replaced by typically zero (0) or low required hours reported in the revised data (post 
Jan, 2000) in combination with artificially high unavailability hours in the numerator (due to the doubling of non-shutdown 
cooling related unavailability hours from the historical data). As a result, PI values would generally degrade over time 
regardless of performance until the historical data drops from the PI calculation. In some cases, plants projected a fall below 
the GREEN/WHITE threshold in 2002, even if perfect performance was used in the projection.  
Licensee Proposed Response: 
To address the calculation anomaly in the determination of the RHR P1, a third alternative is suggested for the estimation of 
Train 3 and Train 4 data: 

3) Maintain Train 1 and Train 2 historical data as is. For Train 3 and Train 4, make a best effort to collect and 
report the number of unavailable hours and required hours for the historical data period. If data is not available an 
estimate may be provided.  

If changes to historical data are made, then provide comments with the change report to identify the manner in which the 
historical data has been revised.  

')AA Ppm I

Scheduled Equipment Upgrade 
During a recent NRC Security Inspection (IP 71130.03), NRC Contractors were able to defeat the Intrusion Detection 
System (IDS) in several areas, by using assisted jumps. An engineering evaluation was issued and formal Modification/ 
upgrade action was initiated that directed the installation of additional razor wire to prohibit attempts to circumvent the 
IDS system without being detected. Is a physical modification to a protected area boundary, that is designed to prohibit the 
defeat of a Intrusion Detection System (IDS) component considered to be a system/ component modification or upgrade as 
stated in the Clarifying Notes to NEI 99-02 under Scheduled Equipment Upgrade (and as augmented by FAQ C59)?
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Response: 
Yes. A physical modification to a protected area boundary is considered to be a system/ component modification or upgrade 
that deters or prohibits the defeat of the IDS system components. The conditions of the clarifying notes must be met to stop 
counting compensatory hours.  

21.2 MSOI Question: Ginra 
-04 Removing (Resetting) Fault Exposure Hours 

Question being reviewed 
Licensee Proposed Response: 

21.4 MS01 Question: 5/2 Discussed. Southern 
-04 By the NEI guidance, fault exposure hours can only be removed for "a single item" when the fault exposure hours associated Response to be Co.  

with the item are greater than or equal to 336 hours. How are multiple failures of the same component handled whensome& revised 
of the failures have fault exposure hours less than 336 hours, yet the total of all the failures attributed to the same failed 5/31 Discussed 
component are greater than 336 hours.? 

Proposed Response: 

Concerning groups of fault exposure hours that sum to greater than 336 hours, but are individually less than 336: 
Fault exposure hours may be removed on a case-by-case basis, provided the following criteria are met: 
* The applicable failures are associated with the same specific component and have the same root cause 
* Portions of the fault exposure hours are associated with management's conservative decision to increase the surveillance 

testing frequency in an attempt to verify effective corrective action and a failure occurred during the increased 
surveillance frequency 

* All other NET 99-02 criteria for removing fault exposure hours have been met 
* The NRC supplemental inspection considered the failures associated with the condition 
* The removal received concurrence with the NRC via the FAQ process 
* A comment is placed in the comment field of the data submitted indicating more than one failure was considered in 

resetting the fault exposure hours 
21.6 IE02 Question: 5/2 Introduced Nine Mile 

Some plants are designed to have a residual transfer of the non-safety electrical buses from the generator to an off-site power 
source when the turbine trip is caused by a generator protective feature. The residual transfer automatically trips large 
electrical loads to prevent damaging plant equipment during reenergization of the switchgear. These large loads include the 
reactor feedwater pumps, reactor recirculation pumps, and condensate booster pumps. After the residual transfer is 
completed the operators can manually restart the pumps from the control room. The turbine trip will result in a reactor 
scram. Should the trip of the reactor feedwater pumps be counted as a scram with a loss of normal heat removal? 
Response 
In this instance, the electrical transfer scheme performed as designed following a scram and thea residual transfer. In 
addition the pumps can be started from the control room.; thereferTherefore, this would not count as a scram with a 
loss of normal heat removal 

11
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21.7 MS02 Question 5/2 Introduced Kewaunee 

MS04 NEI 99-02, Rev. 0 states in the Definition and Scope section for PWR High Pressure Safety Injection Systems that: "Because 5/31 Tentative 
the residual heat removal system has been added to the PWR scope, the isolation valve(s) between the RHR system and the Approval 
HPSI pump suction is the boundary of the HPSI system. The RHR pumps used for piggyback operation are no longer in 
HPSI scope." It is further stated later in the same section that the function monitored for HPSI is: "the ability of a HPSI train 
to take a suction from the primary water source (typically, a borated water tank), or from the containment emergency sump, 
and inject into the reactor coolant system at rated flow and pressure." These two statements appear to conflict. For our plant 
design the RHR / HPSI piggyback mode is the only path available for HPSI to get water from the containment sump and 
inject it into the RCS. Therefore, we have been counting unavailability of the RHR system upstream of the isolation valves 
between the RHR system and the HPSI pump suction as unavailability for RHR and HPSI. This would include component 
unavailability for containment sump isolation valves, RHR heat exchangers and the isolation valves between the RHR and 
HPSI systems.  

Should the RHR and HPSI systems be treated independently such that RHR system unavailability should not count against.  
HPSI even though the RHR system is required for the HPSI system to fulfill the function of taking a suction from the 
containment sump? If so, should unavailability of the isolation valves between the RHR and HPSI pumps' suction be only 
counted against HPSI? 

Response 
Because RHR and HPSI are monitored as separate systems with each having its own performance indicator, there is no need 
to cascade RHR system unavailability into HPSI. RHR system unavailability includes the system upstream of the RHR 
system to HPSI system isolation valves. Unavailability of the isolation valves between the RHR system and the HPSI pump 
suction are only counted against the HPSI system.
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Question 
NEI 99-02, Rev. 0 states in the Support System Unavailability section that "If the unavailability of a single support system 
causes a train in more than one of th,, monitored systems to be unavailable, the hours the support system was unavailable are 
counted against the affected train in -ach system. For example, a train outage of 3 hours in a PWR service water system 
caused the emergency generator, the RHR heat exchanger, the HPSI pump, and the AFW pump associated with that train to 
be unavailable also. In this case, 3 hours of unavailability would be reported for the associated train in each of the four 
systems." This example may have led some stations to automatically count monitored systems unavailability when the 
associated train of support system is unavailable even though the redundant train of support system could support either train 
of the monitored systems.  

-1n hithe ROP-1 Les-soa:; Learned Afedishop (held Mrch 26 29. 2001), handetit on page 2 of the Reactor Safety Perfionti~ane 
indisater -h -es (stoion under- ...o..d .Res.olution "e.' ititates: "...the R1iupporket..#oTe _ is available ifa s.ingle t.i. ofth. t• 

a*n4rmatien-that-weuiilead one to the+ "-,on sif-m-h : P :!,"stem. lw ilabiity-is -o ing ote th, a ,ri to 
iri !Fds tig

Our plant design incorporates two service water (SW) trains made up of two pumps per train. If one pump is out-of-service;, 
the entire train of SW is declared out-of-service. Our technical specifications allow for a 72 hour LCO which we may use to 
take one train out for periodic maintenance or pump replacement. Normally, only one pump of a train is taken out-of-service 
at a time. The SW headers are normally cross connected which would provide design flow to either train of the monitored 
systems. While cross connected, if a safety injection signal is received, the SW trains'will be automatically isolated from 
each other. If we have one SW pump out-of-service when we receive the safety injection signal, we would be left with two 
SW pumps serving one train and one serving the other. The SW trains can be returned to the cross-connected status using a 
few simple steps. Thus providing the capability to support either train of the monitored mitigating systems.  

1) If, while one train of a support system is unavailable, and the opposite train of the support system has the capability to 
support either train of the monitored systems, is unavailability counted against the monitored systems? 2) Does this single 
support system train capability to support either train of the monitored systems need to be automatic or promptly 
established.

Response 
1) No. As long as the support system train that is available is capable of supporting either train of the monitored systems, 

no unavailability is counted against the monitored systems.  
2) 2) No. The automatic or promptly established only applies to the monitored systems during testing.

-4
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21.9 MS01 Question: 5/2 Introduced FitzPatrick 

NEI 99-02 Revision 0, Page 1, INTRODUCTION, line 22 states: "Performance indicators are used to assess licensee 5/31 Discussed 
performance in each cornerstone." Consider the situation where a certified vendor supplied a safety related sub-component 
for a standby diesel generator. This sub-component was refurbished, tested and certified by the Vendor with missing parts.  
The missing parts eventually manifested themselves as a sub-component failure that lead to a main component operability 
test failure. The Vendor issued a Part 21 Notification for the condition after notified by the Licensee of the test failure. (The 
licensee conducted a successful post maintenance surveillance and two subsequent successful monthly surveillances before 
the test failure. Thus there was fault exposure and unplanned maintenance unavailability incurred.) 

If a licensee is required to take a component out of service for evaluation and corrective actions related to a Part 21 
Notification or if a Part 21 Notification is issued in response to a licensee identified condition (i.e. Report # 1OCFR21-008 1), 
should the licensee have to count the fault exposure and unplanned unavailability hours incurred? 
Response: 

22.1 IE02 Question 5/31 Discussed Calvert 
Should the following 'reactor trip described in the scenario below be reported as a "Scram with Loss of Normal Heat Cliffs 
Removal?" A loud noise was heard in the Control Room from the Unit 2 Turbine Building. Operators noted a steam leak, 
but could not determine the source of the steam because of the volume of steam in the area. It was suspected that the leak 
was coming from the No. 21 or 22 Moisture Separator Reheater (MSR). The steam prevented operators from accessing the 
MSR manual isolation valves. Due to the difficulty in determining the exact source of the leak, the potential for personnel 
safety concerns, and the potential for equipment damage due to the volume of steam being emitted into the Turbine Building, 
operators manually tripped the Unit. After the manual trip, a large volume of steam was still being emitted, and the shift 
manager had the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) shut. Once the MSIVs where shut, the operators identified a ruptured 
2-inch diameter vent line from No. 21 MSR second stage to No. 25A Feedwater Heater. The operators shut the second stage 
steam supplies and isolated the leak. Once the leak was isolated, the MSIVs were opened and normal heat removal was 
restored. The majority of the steam that was emitted following the trip was due to all the fluid in the MSR and feedwater 
heater escaping from the pipe.  
Response 
No. Complete closure of the MSIVs was easily recoverable from the Control Room without the need for diagnosis or repair 
to restore the normal heat removal path. The normal heat removal path was easily recoverable from the Control Room by 
reopening the MSIVs. The leak, by itself, did not affect the normal heat removal function. The shift manager could have 
alternatively had the Turbine Building cleared and had the MSIVs reopened if the heat removal safety function was 
threatened. For this event, the secondary heat sink was not lost.  

22.2 IE02 Question 5/31 Discussed Calvert 
Should the following reactor trip described in the scenario below be reported as a "Scram with Loss of Normal Heat Cliffs 
Removal?" Following a reactor trip, No. 11 Moisture Separator/Reheater second-stage steam source isolation valve (1-MS
4025) did not close. The open valve increased the cooldown rate of the Reactor Coolant System. Control Room Operators 
closed the main steam isolation valves and used the atmospheric dump valves to control Reactor Coolant System 
temperature. Within three hours, I-MS-4025 was shut manually. Control Room Operators opened the main steam isolation 
valves, and Reactor Coolant System temperature control using turbine bypass valves was resumed.  
Response 
No. Operators intentionally took actions to control the reactor cooldown rate by closing the main steam isolation valves.  
The normal heat removal path was easily recoverable from the Control Room without the need for diagnosis o : repair to 
restore the normal heat removal path.  
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23.1 MSOI Question 

-04 Can credit be taken for manual operator actions performed outside the control room to recover a failed support 
system function when the manual actions, while not a single action, are proceduralized and do not require diagnosis 
or repair? 

23.2 MS01 Question 
-04 When assessing the failure of a system or component to perform its safety function, can mission time be defined with 

reference to the station's probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)?
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